ACTVIEW is an intelligent, cloud-based, software platform that allows end users to manage their battery and charger fleets effectively.

End users can maximize the performance, minimize downtime; troubleshoot, pinpoint, and resolve operational issues.

ACTVIEW employs a two-way communication network and ACTACCESS gateways to provide real-time view of the status and performance of all installed battery and charger assets.
Key Features
- Centralized dashboard view and management of all installed battery & charger assets across all sites
- Web-browser based cloud application: no software to update, no network configuration or server application needed
- Historical logs of critical operational and performance data for battery & charger assets
- Role-Based Access Control (RBAC): set user access for monitoring, control, and administrative rights

Advanced Energy Management
ACTVIEW supports energy efficiency and energy management programs through real time power management of charger assets enabling
- Demand response (DR) programs
- Peak shaving programs

iOS and Android Supported Apps
- ACTVIEW supports iOS and Android mobile apps

Advanced Battery and Charger Analytics
Analyze operational data to track asset utilization and performance via
- Performance reports
- Performance variance analysis
- Troubleshooting analysis